
Atlassian Jira Align is designed to provide the visibility, alignment, and productivity that 
organizations need to succeed with Scaled Agile. The Jira Align Production Jumpstart service helps 
you demonstrate the value of Jira Align with your data and teams. In close collaboration with 
a Jira Align Solution Architect, your teams will experience first-hand what it means to achieve 
better collaboration and faster results through Scaled Agile practices and Jira Align.

How we work together

Your Jira Align Solution Architect will be with you every step of the way. They’ll use their expertise 
to configure Jira Align to your organization’s scaled agile practice. At the same time, you’ll have 
weekly check-ins, dedicated workshops, and other purpose-built activities to keep you on track 
throughout the 3-month program.

Jira Align Production 
Jumpstart 
Get Hands-on with Jira Align: Experience  
Enterprise Agility at Startup Speed

Get teams aligned across the enterprise
Quickly find consensus on roadmaps, scope, and dependencies across teams and portfolios.

Drive outcomes at scale
Unlock the potential of Scaled Agile and demonstrate results to stakeholders.

Realize value with real data
Experience Jira Align with your organization’s data.

Demonstrate faster time to market
Identify workflows for quicker decision-making, work prioritization, and delivery.

Make work and purpose visible
Leverage roll-up technology to keep teams aligned across the enterprise in real time.



KEY ACTIVITY WHAT WE DO

Discovery and 
Planning

Face-to-face discussions to align on the program goals, define roles and 
responsibilities, identify participating programs and associated teams, plan 
schedules, and define platform terminology, and discover other configurations 
necessary to implement the platform.

Jira Integration Connect Jira Software to Jira Align with security and gateway stakeholders.

Jira Mapping and 
Optimization for 
Scale 

Map everything you need to drive scale between Jira Software and Jira Align 
including teams, tasks, stories, epics, users, status, and more. Jointly review your 
current Jira environment, identify best practices for scale, and educate users on how 
to optimize execution for full transparency and alignment across the organization.

Capture Backlog Create themes and epics. Parent features to epics. Use the Jira Align backlog. Adjust 
object type forms, ensure appropriate fields are visible. Associate any known risks, 
objectives, or dependencies.

Prioritize Backlog Estimate and prioritize the backlog. Plan capacity and leverage program kanban to  
manage workflow.

Train Pilot 
End-Users

Role based end-user training on the intended workflows and use cases in Jira Align.

Prep for Quarterly 
Planning

Load the program increments with epics, features, and stories. Use the Program 
Room to monitor work in process and plan for the upcoming program increment. 
Use the Backlog Column View for capacity planning. 

Quarterly 
Planning

Platform demonstration of views such as: Roadmap, Program Board, Risks, 
Objectives, Dependencies, and Program Room.

Scrum of Scrums 
and PO Sync

Demonstration of the Program Room and widgets to track progress using the 
Program Increment Progress Report. Program scrum of scrum meetings, 
impediments, dependency trends, and team capacity load. Adjust roadmaps. Manage 
feature backlog.

Ongoing 
Assessment

Guidance for end-users through weekly office hours. Adjust Jira Align configuration as 
needed, identify operational gaps, and provide additional training as needed.

Review and Move 
Forward Planning

Workshop to review Jumpstart Program outcomes and plan for next phase of 
delivery. Documented readout of the session and a plan for next steps.



Enterprise Offerings

The Jira Align Jumpstart Package is part of a family of Atlassian Enterprise solutions:

 · Technical Account Managers are experienced solutions advisors from Atlassian—they can 
unlock the potential of your tools, improve team collaboration throughout your organization, 
and help you operate and use Atlassian products effectively at scale.

 · Premier Support adds responsive access to senior support engineers, global SLAs, and 
weekend email and phone support coverage.

 · Atlassian-certified Solutions Partners add hands-on-the-keyboard consulting services in 
your environment to architect, deploy, manage, customize and integrate solutions for your 
specific needs.

 · Atlassian University offers the resources you need to develop new skills, improve your team’s 
work, and advance your professional career.

Are you ready?
The Jira Align Production Jumpstart 
is right for your organization if you:

 · Already use Jira Software as a team tool

 · Follow a scaling framework and such as 
SAFe, DA, Less, or similar

 · Have executed two or more Quarterly 
Planning events

 · Have an established team agile practice 
for at least six months

 · Willing to connect Jira Align and Jira for 
real world use cases

Price

$39,000*
3-month program
1 solution architect
*Software sold separately
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